Heterogeneous thermal excitation and relaxation in supercooled liquids.
We investigate a phenomenological model which rationalizes the effects of dielectric hole burning on the basis of heterogeneous dielectric and specific heat relaxation in supercooled liquids. The quantitative agreement between model predictions and dielectric hole-burning observations is lost if the assumption of correlated dielectric and thermal relaxation times is removed from the model. This suggests that dynamically distinct domains in real liquids are associated with a time constant which characterizes both the structural and thermal relaxation behaviors. The calculations demonstrate that the observed burn-induced modifications reflect the spectral selectivity and persistence time of the fictive temperatures within these domains, and that 100 or more cycles of the sinusoidal burn field can be required to saturate the heat accumulated in the slow degrees of freedom. It is also shown that the recovery of dielectric holes is entirely accounted for by the model, and that the persistence times do not provide direct insight into rate exchange processes. Additionally, the model predicts that the heating effects considered here are a significant source of nonlinear dielectric behavior, even in the absence of deliberate frequency selective hole burning.